
Chinese Puzzle

The Chinese Puzzle or Tangram was developed in China in the 17th century but they first

published a book of puzzles and solutions in 1813.  Captain Edward M. Donnaldson brought the

first Chinese puzzle to America in 1817 from China but England sold the first puzzles and

published the first books  in February 1817.  Many British publication followed the same year but

most of them copied from Chinese publications only adding a few original puzzles each time.

The first American puzzle and solutions appeared in August 1817.  Advertisements, in British

and American newspapers, for these puzzles as early as February 1817 and continued to appear

throughout the 19th century.  France and Italy also were producing the puzzles and publishing

books but the puzzles did not seem to be a popular as they were in England and the United

States.

The game pieces of five triangles, a square and a rhomboid could be made from elaborately

carved ivory, plain wood, plain or printed cardboard or paper.  Directions for making one’s own

pieces appeared in the Boy’s Own Toymaker.   Below is an excerpt from the book.

Chinese puzzles were not only a game but were used as an educational tool to teach children

mathematics.  In 1834, The Girl’s Own Book described it as an “instructive game.” In 1848

Thomas Hill wrote a book, Geometrical Puzzles for the Young that used the same concept but it

was written for younger children; simpler simpler puzzles were given by using fewer pieces to

form the figures.  He was the first person to coin the term “tangram” but the word “trangram”

had been used earlier.  
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The game seemed to remain quite popular in the United State since they were continually

advertised in newspapers as “perfect Christmas gifts” and were used in teaching mathematics

well into the twentieth century.  In 1903 Sam Loyd wrote the book, Eighth Book of Tan, which

promoted the hoax that the Chinese puzzle had been invented over 4000 years ago.  Even though

it has been disproved by modern scholars, Loyd included a great many original puzzles in his

book rather than copying from others.
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